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Sustainable Success?Sustainable Success?



Brazilian History: Brazilian History: 
planned industrial policyplanned industrial policy’’s deep rootss deep roots

•Military Republic (1964-85), but particularly the second phase (1969- 
79) led to the 1970’s “economic miracle”

•Pre-military regime, SOEs; now ISI ruled the day

•Urban migration

•For domestic market in the 1970-80’s, but industrial exports growing

•1980’s: “Lost decade” to debt crisis, hyperinflation

•1990’s: economic opening, tariff reductions, privatizations, trade 
agreements

•Opening forced increased competiveness, more outward looking

•Trade still not huge percentage of GDP (30%, v. 65% China)



How leverage more outward How leverage more outward 
looking orientation?looking orientation?

• 1994-2003: Stabilize the Real, eliminate hyperinflation, 
encourage consumerism

• Increasingly interlocking supply chains with Europe 
and US

• Emergence of China, Asian, Middle Eastern, and other 
markets as consumer of Brazilian products

• Lula’s Commerce Minister Furlan: Salesman 
orientation
– APEX, ABDI, more aggressive BNDES



Pro-growth policies meet the 
global financial crisis

• Brazil was already:
– Investing in growing the middle class; CCTs
– Relying on state-owned banks to keep credit available
– Increasing infrastructure investment through the PAC
– Industrial policy in key sectors through PDP
– R&D Incentives: FINEP, etc.
– Implementing tax incentives to encourage local 

production: IPI, capital goods import taxes, etc.

• Crisis allowed Brazil to deepen many of the pro- 
growth policies already being pursued, under the 
guise of “stimulus”
– Sept 2008-December 2009, nearly 3 measures/month



Overview of Stimulus Spending
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•Active Monetary Policy: 
Expansion of credit, reduction of 
reserve requirements and 
reduction of interest rates; banks 
given access to international 
reserves (US$275B total, US$10B 
used) to finance exports/debt;

• Compensatory Fiscal Policy: 
Tax exemptions, increase of public 
investment; 

•Sectoral Targets: Banking, Auto 
Industry, Housing/Construction, 
Agriculture

•Infrastructure Targets: Energy, 
Transportation, Logistics, Health, 
Olympics/Cup



Questions going forward…
• Education: #1 structural roadblock
• Federal spending: until where?

– Inflationary threat (10% v. 5%)
– Currency war, tax policy

• Reliance on state-owned banks: too 
much?
– BNDES at US$9B 2000, US$25B 2010

• FDI and export diversification: China 
US$20B of FDI 2010

• Continued focus on infrastructure 
projects: smart spending?

• The risk of “Buy National” (MP495) and 
aggressive dumping policy

Brazil very 
well 
positioned, 
but to be a 
“useful 
model” 
must 
address 
these 
questions.
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